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Thermal stresses have attracted an increasing attention during the

post war ye-arav In this period of time numerous new papers on this sub-

ject have been publish">d» 'Ihe theory of thermal stresses, which previous-

ly, was regarded as a narrow branch of strength of materials and the

theory of elasticity, now became an independent subject connecting the

theory of elasticity and thermodynamics.* There appear many new synthetic

works and monographs concerning the theory of thermal stresses.

The development of the theory of thermal stresses has been mark*!

by a great progress in many fields of technology, during the two last

decadeso Thus, the numerous problems when the thermal stresses play an

important^ sometimes th« decisive role, occur in the machine building,

particularly in steam and gas turbines, in aviation structures, chemical

engineering and especially in nuclear engineering,.

Before the second world war the main interest in the investigation

was concentrated on stationary thermal stresses, now we are mainly faced

with the problems of non-stationary flow of heat0 The unsteady thermal

stresses can be divided into two groups, concerning quasi-static and

dynamic thermal stresses respectively « In the case when the variation

of temperature is slow in time then deformations as well as stresses may

regarded to be quasi-static, thus, the inertia terms appearing in the

fundamental equations of the theory of thermal stresses can be neglectedo

The time variable occuring in the solutions is then regarded as a para-

meter,, When the temperature change j.s rapid / for example, a body is
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suddenly heated or cooled / the inertia terms cannot be omitted* The

body produces the elastic vibrations and the problem becomes a dynamic

one<,

It is a known fart that a sudden heating of an elastic semi-space

produces an elastic wave inward the s«mi~space* This wave possesses a

finite jump of stresses on its front. Similarly, a sudden colDapse of a

nuclear reactor produces a sudden decay of heat sources in the reactor

blanket, and consequently the vibrations of the blanket*

On the other hand, one can observe the trend toward a generaliza-

tion of the theory of thermal stresses on the bodies of macroscopic and

anisotropic structure, on the media of a non°homogeneous material, and

on the viscoelastic bodies,, When more elevated temperatures are used

one must take into account that the properties of the material become

functions of temperature0

Finally, in the recent years, the general theory connecting the

deformation field with the temperature field has been developed on the

basfii of irreversible thermodynamic processeso This theory is termed

thermoelasticity0

The linear theory of thermal1 stresses takes the assumptions of th«

classical, linear theory of elasticity and that the mechanical as well

as thermal material properties are constant,, These assumptions restrict

the obtained solutions to definite ranges of temperature* Thus, the

fundamental equations of the theory of thermal stresses in elastic,

homogeneous and isotropic bodi«s take the following form

/
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The first equation is the Ouhamol-Neumann relation, the second one

gives the relations between strains and displacements* The third equa-

tion is the equation of motion while the fourth, the equation of ther-

mal conductivity,. Eliminating between these equations the stresses and

deformations we obtain the complete set of the equations of the theory

of thermal stresses [i]

The Lame constants JJL , A appearing in th« equations are adiaba«

tic The procedure of solving the equations is the followingo Is detest

mine from Eq« /6/ the temperature„ the* 'knowing the temperature, wo

find displacements from Eq« /5/a It is apparent that in order to deter»

mine the displacements one can use the "body forces" analogy, regarding

the terms Y~ Tft- as fictitious body forces*,

The geae^al structure of the displacement equations of the elastic

shells is analogous to Eqss /*?/ « The influence of temperature isr^spon

Bible for the additional tern which implies the non*»homogeneity of the

@quationse Therefore , solving problems of thermal stresses in shells

we must, first of all, determine the particular solutions of the non»ho<

equations of the shell theory 0

In the case of the generalized theory, i«eo in thermo^elasticity,

the conductivity equation are modifiado The Lame constants yaf A &x*®

determined for isothermal state /1/e Then we obtain th* following system

of equations [2] ;



The above equations are coupled. It is apparent that the body and

surface forces produce a fi«ld of temperature which effects on the dam«

ping and dispersion of elastic waves* Equations / ? / and /8/ can be re-

garded as general equations of the classical elastokinetics coupling

two interacting fields s namely those of deformation and temperature.

Let us return to the equations of the theory of thermal stresses

and focus our attention on the uncoupled squation of thermal conducti-

vity /6/» The solution of this equation for* shells in the three-dimen-

sional case is difficult since the variables in this equation can be

separated only for very few systems of coordinates* Accordingly, there

exists a number of approximate methods of solution of this equation*

The most frequent method is due to Bolotin [ 3 ] and it consists in the

assumption that the temperature distribution is linear within the shell

thickness;

where

• Departing from the variational principle Bolotin splits the three-

-dimensional equation /<V into a system of two mutually independent,

parabolic, two-dimensional equations for the functions 0 and 6M *

In the particular case of a thin plate the Bolotin equations pass into

the known equations of Marguerre [4] •

Another way of an approximate solution is proposed by V.I. Danilov*

skaja [ r> ] , Assuming a parabolic distribution of temperature within

the shell thickness she satisfies the equation of thermal conductivity

in approximate way, while the boundary conditions are exactly satisfied

on the internal and external surfaces of the shell and approximately

satisfied on the remaining boundaries.

Finally* M*A» Brull and J*R, Vlnson [ 6 ] introduce the approxima-

tions analogous to thosA assumed for the displacemants in thin shells.

Thus# ah approximate form of the conductivity equation is obtained



which in the case of shells of revolution can be split into the set

of three ordinary equations* In the result vm obtain the solution con«*

sisting of two parts» The first part corresponds to the solution for a

thin plate while the second one gives an additional correcting solution*

So far a number of problems referring to quasi-static thermal stress

es in shells has been solvedo Ihas, Ho Parkus [ 7 J considers thermal

stresses in shells of revolution subjected to the axially symmetric

field of temperature© Departing from the equations of Love and Meissnei-

and generalising them on the case of thermal effects he has shown th«

method of determination of the parti ular solutions for a spherical

shell and for totationally symmetric cylindrical and conical shells©

Another method of solution of the same problem has been given by

V# Mo Maysel [ 8 ] » The point of departure of his considerations is

the generalization of the Betti reciprocal thaorem to the case of ther«

mal stresseso Assuming in this theorem that, the action of the tempera-

ture and the stresses and the displacement produced by it are the first

state of loading and that the action of the unit concentrated force 1,

applied at point ( fe J and directed along the x. axis is the second afca«

te of loading, we obtain the following, formula

for the required displacement u. (f,t)

HeJPd ®jjH*'if) denotes the sum of the normal stresses at point

(3f) produced in an elastic body / in isothermal state / by th*» con-

centrated fore* 1, applied at the point (̂  ) • ""he expression &jj

is the Green function,, By the application of the procedure described

roughly above, V» M» Maysel obtained a number of particular solutions

for the shells of revolution and axially symmetric state of strossea».

Tha advantages of this method permit to apply it also to the other ty-

pes of sheila, particularly when the Grean function is readily obtain -

a blee

Also the paper of RoPo Nordgren [ 9 ] is worth being mentiensia

This author departing from the Bclotin equations derived the Green fun«

tlons fo" temperature and afterwards foi* displacements and



Finally, a very interesting procedure has been devised by 0oAo Conrad

and Wo Fl*kgge [lO] « Proceeding f*«om LoHo Donnell's equations and com-

pleting them by thermal terras they have arrived at the solutions of

these equations for the nucleous of temperature in the exact form* The

influence surfaces / Green's functions / thus obtained can be used for

the determination of the state of stresses produced, by an arbitrary dis<=

tribution of the temperatureo

Numerous papers have been published on the problem of the quasi-sta-

tic thermal str#ssee in elastic shells, on the contrary, very few con-

cern cha dynamical problems of the thermal effects in shells0 So far I

have eaffif across three papers referring to dynamic probl«mse The first

of thes<> duals with the vibrations of a cylindrical viscoelastic shall

exerted by its sudden heating [ 11 ] 9 the second work concerns the fox-

eed harmonic vibrations of a thiekwalled conical shell [ 12] „ while

the third paper refers to the propagation of the elastic wave in a spher-

ical shallow shello The fourth paper [14] „ presented on this Sympo~

siun.» deals with the propagation of the elastic wave in an infinite

thin~wailed conical shallow shello

In my opinion, the da?elopm«nt of this trend of investigation is

necessary bacause of its practical significance* A sudden heating or

eooling of a shell exerts th* vibrations resulting in a rapid increase

of stresses cottsideg'ably exceeding the values of the stresses in q«asi~

^static problsmso

Also the investigation of the process of propagation of the elastic

wava produced in .shells by a thermal shock is important from the point

of view of theory as well as toe practice The structure of this wave is

entirely different from that produced by mechanical disturbanceso It

always consists of two terms, the first one of diffusive character while

the second ona of the character of an elastic wavdo

Also interesting and quantitatively new results can ba expected An

examining the dynamic thermoplastic problems in shells when the coupling

of tha fields of deformation and temperature is takrn into accounto

According to my knowledge,, these problems havs not been so far discussedc

Hitherto9 the investigations have bs*n restricted to tha propagation of

waves in the bodies of simple geometric forms / infinite space, semi-

•=spaceff layer,, infirate cylinder / 0 Recently, the vibration problems

of plates and dissa have be®» examined [ 13 ] , [ 16 ] 0



The general theories accounting the effects of the external and

body forces have already been established also for anisotropic elastic

shellsa The generalization of these theories to the case of thermal

stresses prosents no difficulty© The practice and the growing applica-

tion of the shells with properties of macroscopic anisotropy in many

types of structures exert influence on the development of the theory

of thermal stresses in this kind of shells,.

The further, anticipated tr<»nd of the investigations will presum -

ably be the study of thermal stresses in non»homogeneous elastic shells,,

The non<-homogeneity can be discontinuous / the layers of various den-=

sity / or ean vary continuously. In this latter case the density as

well as the material mechanical and thermal properties are the functions

of positiono Hence, the equations of the theory of shells and the equa«=

tion of the thermal conductivity remain linear but of variable coeffi-

cients*

Let us observe that the homogeneous structure of a shell may become

non-homogeneous at elevated temperatures., In this instance the thermal

and mechanical coefficients become ths functions of temperature* For a

stationary flow of heat the equation of thermal conductivity becomes

nonlinear whereas the displacement equations remain linear but with the

position dependent coefficients^ In this branch there

exist a few works referred to one-dimensional cases [18] , [ 19 ]

applied to a thick-walled layer, a spherical shell and a cylindrical

sheila

This trend of investigations can be extended, first of all, to the

shells of revolution which are kept in an axially=>Eyinmetric temperature

field.

At the elevated temperatur* many structural materials exhibit visco-

elastic properties / creep / « Experiments show that the materials

subjected to a constant load and temperature and k«*pt in this state

exhibit an increase of deformations with time0 The redistribution of

internal forces and deformations developes in time. The model of a

perfectly elastic body ceaso to be sufficient for the description of

the stress and strain state0 Accordingly, designing the shells subjected

to the action of the elevated temperatures one must take into account

the theological effects,, Examining the creep of a material one also must

have in view the fact that the coefficients characterizing the viscosity
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of the material are very sensitive to the increase of temperature* The

dependence of the viscosity coefficient on the temperature is much more

pronounced than that of the elastic modulus or the coefficient of linear

expansion* Consequently, the state of stresses in shells can be descri-

bed by the non-linear theory of viscoelasticity. Unfortunately, no works

have been published in this field; the known results are based on the

linear theory of elasticity under the assumption that the material co -

efficients are independent of the temperature*

The investigations accounting for the effect of temperature on the

stresses in the pnysically and geometrically nonlinear shells will cer~

tainly be interesting and of practical value. Here, under the notion

"physically nonlinear" shells we understand the shells made of a mater-

ial for which the relations between the stresses, strains and the tem-

perature are no longer linear., The assumption of "physical nonlinsarity"

leads to the nonlinear displacement equations^

Under the notion of "geometrically nonlinear" theory of shells we

understand the theory for which the linoar assumptions of the Duhamel-

-Neumann relations remain valid but finite displacements are taken into

accounts It is apparent that one can imagine the shells which are simul-

taneously physically ana geometrically nonlinear,,

Finally, let us observe that for an isotropic body subjected to the

action of temperature the deformation consists of two parts

£ .. ~ f°.. * £ '.. /11 /
V lJ lJ ' '

where £?• = oLf T <$"•• are the initial deformations while s'r are

the deformations connected with the stresses 0̂ . • for which the compa'-

tibility equations hold.

The thermal deformations €fj ~ ex f TS"-: , however, are restri-

cted only to the initial normal deformations. These deformations are on-

ly a particular case of more general distorsions producing in the body

the state of initial stresses,, The distorsion may develop in many ways

as shrinkage deformations, initial deformations which arise during the

process of forming the shells, and finally initial stresses resulting

from the inaccuracies of the assemblage

Thus, there exists a possibility to extend the theory of shells to

the more general state of initial deformations, as compared with



thermal daformaticaso

Thougn m e papers presents! to this Symposium concern only somo

of here roughly described directions* thay may serve as an illustration

of ths contemporary trends in the theory of thermal stresses in shells,,

Tho pronounced majority cf +he papers refers to the linear theory of

elastic shalls subjected ts the stationary or unsteady temperature fieldso

Static and quasi=»static problems ara prevailing, only one paper is devo-

ted tft, the propagation of stresses in a shallow shsllo TWD works concern

t.h<a nonlinear theory of shells0

Io STATIC ,/Np fflASI^STATIC PRUBLBMS

1 8 Ko Apeland9 Bending of orthogonally anisoxropic and

ribreinforcod shallow shells subjected to temperature changes and

surface Aoadso

In this paper the author generalises the equations theory of the

large deformations of isotrapic shells / Marguerra s equations / to

the case of shells composed of orthatropic layerso The influence of tem=

peraturdg the distribution of whish is linear within the thickness of

the layers,, is taksn into accounto

After the linearization cf the equations a uniform shell of ortho»

gonal anisotropy is considered,.

Making use of th« Hutar-type approximation for the shear modulus

and assuming that the ratio of th© coefficientss of the thermal expansion

in both directions of orthotropy are equal to the ratio of the appropria-

te elastic moduli the author obtains the model of a shell the deformation

of which is described by th<s equations analogcas to Those for isotropic

sh&llso Singular solutions for tjrar.slatj.onal shells art discussed with

reference to local normal loads and hot spots<> This latter problem is

examined in details for a cylindrical shell, tot an almost cylindrical

shell» and for a shell of the form of elliptical paraboloido The appro-

ximat® solutions for these shells are given in a closed formo
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2 O EoMo Barrowman9 R0M0 Kenedi, The use of the influencs technique

in the analysis of thermal effects in shell

Similarly as in case of plates whar© by means of the influence sur=

faces deflection and internal forces can be determined,, tne analogous

method can ba applied to shells0 The authors extends the method of the

influence line valid for the external loadings of shells, devised, by

RoMo Kenedio to the case of thermal effeetso The us© is made of the

Green functions,, obtained by No FlUgge and D0A0 Conrad for a nualeous

of temperature acting in a shallow shelio Th& application of the influx

enee line technique is ©spiaiasd. ©a aa ©sample &£ a spfe«i-isa.i shello

The results are compatible with those obtained from the experimento

3o CoEo Callari, Effefcs thermiques et phenomenes d'adaptation dans

les voiles cylindriques minces

The paper is an ex&snsion and application of the previous author s

works to the problems of thermal stresses and dlstorsional stresses p?o«

dused by the excess of the elastic limit in cylindrical ^hellso The aut»

hojf gives a variant of an approximation method assuming that tho shell

may ba represented by an arch in the transversal direction and by a beaa

in the longitudinal directian0 The accuracy of tba method can be dstima«=

ted by comparison of the obtained results with the ex?ic$t soiutiuns / for

example9 on the feasts of tha Doanwll theory / o

Po Essonourg,) Thermal elastic cylindrical shells with surface

constraints

The author considers a thin axi&lly symmetric cylindrical shell

subjected to the.action of temperatiureo A part oi" the surface is con<=

strained from deflection by a eoataet with a rigid consentrie cylindri=

cai surfaceo In order to deteriEine the contact forces the more accurate

theory thaa the elemeatary aa^n namely9 the theory which account*



the effect of transverse shear deformation, is taken into consideration*

T'faa iCilwfcioa t*> tfc« problem presents serious difficulties 3ince the

width' of the contact is unknown and has to be determined from a trans-

cendental equation*

5o JoE« Goldberg, JoL» Bogdanoff, and DOW« Alspaugh, Stresses in

spherical domes under arbitrary loading including thermal and

shrinkage effects

The purpose of the paper is to present a convenient method of ana-

lysis of spherical domes, appropriate for application to electronic com-

puterso The authors us*» the Love and Reissner forms sf the equations of

shellSo In contrast to the common redaction of the general equations to

the system of three displacement equations, he^e, th>3 equations are trans«

formed into a system of e^ght first order ordinary differential equa*-

tipns in the eight intrinsic dependent variabl«So These variables are

the three components of displacement of the middle surface, the rotation

of the tangent to the generatrix, the normal fore* and the bending mo~

ments in the direction of the generatrix, and shear stresses in boih di~

reotionso The advantages of this method ares a simple form of the boun-

dary conditions and the possibility of the shell thickness variation in

the meridional direction.

Th'* intrinsic dependent variables are represented in the form of

singl* trigoncmetric series, and consequently eight ordinary differential

equations for the eight harmonics are obtained. These equations can. be

integrated by means of the Hunge-Ku^ta fourth order process«

60 Mo Gradowczyk, On thermal stresses in thin shallow shells

The point of departure of the considerations are the non-linear

equations of Marguarra for shallow shells* The terms corresponding to

thermal effects are includedo These equations a?« linearized and adopted

to translational shells, simply supported on the boundary* The author

gives the solution of these equations in the form of a double trigono-

metric-Series for parabolic shells with rectangular boundary, "under tha
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assumption that the temperature iir.the direction of the thickness varies

linearly. The author shows that in the case when the temperature is

linear only along the thickness then the problem can be reduced to homo-

geneous equations with non-homogeneous boundary conditions.

In the second part of tha paper the author examines a spherical

shallow shell in axially symmetric state of stresses. The general solu-

tion of th" problem is represented by the Thomson functions while the

particular solution in the form of an infinite power series. Finally,

the approximate asymptotic solution to the problem is given.

Interesting and extensive numerical work allows to estimate the

solutions based on approximate models, on the membrane theory, and on

the inextensional theory of flexu e of shells*

7* 0. Matsuoka, Approximation theory of thin shells

In the first part of the paper the author derives, in the tensorltl

fora, the fundamental geometric and static equations and the relations .

between the stresses and deformations as well as the compatibility equa-

tions. The LovG-Kirchhoff assumptions are employed*

In the second part of the paper, the general approximate equations

of the theory cf shells are specialized to the case of spherical shells*

8. Z, Mazurkiewie.2, Shallow shells with variable curvatures subjected

to non«»hoinogeneous temperature field

The author employes the equations of the technical theory of shells

due to V.Z* Vlasov. The V«Z» Vlasov assumption that the curvature is

constant, is relaxed and now the curvature is assumed to be variable.

The bending of the shell is produced by the temperature T=x
•S

r C V * ? ) linearly varying in the direction of the shell thickness*

The finite double Fourier transform is performed upon the equations

of the technical theory of shells. The author assumes that the moments

and normal deflections are prescribed on the rectangular boundary of

the shell.



After performing the transform the system of two differential equa-

tions for the function of deflection w and the function of stresses

f is reduced to an infinite system of algebraic non-homogeneous equa-

tions. Here, besides the quantities Wnm , ifnm / the transforms of

functions w and f / occur the coefficients S^m, B^m, H nm which

are dependent on the boundary conditions,, In the case when the shell is

simply supported the coefficients &1nm, B
Z
nm f Hnm vanish. In the other

cases / e,g= the clamped boundary / the coefficients must be elimina-

ted from the boundary conditions,;

The method presented is very general, and wa^ '--uccessfully applied

to problems of the plates theory0

It would be desirable to verify the convergence of the solution,

at least in the simplest case of the shell simply supported, in spite

of the serious difficulties which may be encountered*

II. DYNAMIC PROBLEMS OP THE THEORY OF THERMAL STRESSES

1c C.Sa Hsu and PoM* Naghdij Propagation of th«rmoelastic waves in

a shallow conical shell

The authors depart from the linearized Marguerre equations in the

special case of a conical shell. The dynamic problem of the theory of

stresses is considered., The field of temperature is assumed to be axial-

ly symmotriCo The considered shell is shallow and infinite. If a plane

T , perpendicular to the axis of the cone, passes through the aoex

then the distance from a point z on the generatrix of the cone to plane

W is equal z~~£r , where f, is small as compared with uni-

ty o This assumption permits to anply the perturbation method to the

/ Bolotin's / equations of thermal conductivity and to the displacement

equations. The dependent functions may be represented by the series

H-uo+ EH, + £
zu2+. . . /A/

For £ -~ 0 the equations of the conical shell degenerate to equations



valid for an infinite plate* The authors restrict their considerations

to two terms of the series /1/ »

Two particular cases are discussed» The first case deals with an

axially symmetric nucleous of temperature on the surface of the conical

shell, the second with a source of heat concentratet at the apex. It is

assumed that the temperature varies harmonically' in time.

The solution obtaiiiAd in the napev consists of two parts0 The first

part, given in a closed form, refers to an infinite plate, the second

part gives the complementary term in the form of an improper integral,

which, for larg# values of the argument, can be replaced by the asym-

ptotic expression The paper is very interesting from the standpoint of

theory and gives a significant contribution to the development of the

dyxiamis, problems of the theory of theory of thermal styesseso

IIIo NONLINEAR THEORY OF THERMAL STRESSES IN SHELLS

Cz« Wo&niak, Momentlass thermal states in the nonlinear theory

of thin shells

The author envisages the thin shells which, a.& a result of heating,

suffer deflections whos« magnitude is comparable with the dimensions of

the shells Among the numerous states of deformation of the shell / sim-

ply supported on the boundaries / the author selects these states,

which in the effect of heating, develop the momentless state of stress0

It turns out that the momentless states may be simultaneously the stress-

less states, it may so occur when the tferaperatwre of the medium is con«=

stanto Two conditions of the mamentless state are given0 The fi^st one

determines the shape of the undeform»d shell and gives the ^elation bet-

ween the differease of temperature and the value of the m«an curvature,,

The second condition gives the relation between the deformed shape of

the shell and its initial forme, Th& discussioa of these conditions and

their depend*mAe on the sign of the Gawsslan curvature concludes th©

papero
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IVo BUCKLING OF SHELLS

Mo Kozarov, Thermal stability of structurally orthotropic cylin-=

drical shells

The author consid>rs the differential equations of cylindrical

shells in the case of the static bucklingo The affect of heating is in-

cluded in te*"ms T° t T° and S° which express the influence of longi«

ttdinal and shear forceso In the case when the temperature T varies in

the directions xt y and the normal. to the surface the author gets a

system of lin»av homogeneous differential equations with variable coeffi«

cientSo These equations are solved for a simply supported shell by means

of the double Fourier series0 The problem has been reduced to the infi=

nite system of linear homogeneous equations with the unknown parameter,

namely, the critical force of the systenio Equating the determinant of

the system to zero the author obtains the condition of buckling of the

structure© Two special cases and the possibility of simplification of

the results are examined,,

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLBMS

So Kaliski, Magneton-elastic vibrations of perfectly conductive

cylindrical shells in a constant magnetic field

This Da»er obviously does not fall within the framework of the

considered thermal stresseso It is discussed only because of the formal

analogy existing between this problem and thermoelasticityo

If a strong initial and constant raagrnotic field H arises in an

alastic body then the loading,, varying in time» produces an electromagnet

tic field, in the body as well as in the surrounding vacuum* The addition

nal terms9 the Lerentz body forces, must be added in the displacement

equations of the elasticity theory „ Also0 additional terms must be

taken into account in the Maxwell equations of the electrtdynamicso

These terms take the form of the time derivatives of the displacements,,
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In the case of a perfect electrical conductor the displacement equa

tions have the following form

JJ. VziT+(t-yi) grad ctivu~+X-$lt+j~r [rotrot(uxH)]xH

It is apparent from thes« equations that the introduction of the con-

stant initial magnetic field /? dovelopes the anisotropy of the ma-

terial which vanishes when the magnetic field is removed,,

Departing from the linear theory of shells. So Kaliski adds to the

rifcht side of the equations the terms coupling the deformation and elec-

tromagnetic fields,, The author makes use of these equation solving an

example of the forced radial vibrations of an infinite cylindrical

shell. The vibrations are exerted by external tractions varying harmo-

nically in time» It is apparent that the deformation is accompanied by

the radiation of electromagnetic waves into the vacuum,

The author claims that the problems of the magnetoelastic cylin-

drical shells may have the applications in the aeromagneto-flutter of

the tub«s conducting a ionized liquid, and in plasmatrons and plasma-

guides.
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